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Hook Norton Housing is a community led initiative to develop houses 
for the people of Hook Norton by the people of Hook Norton. In 
around 2010 Hook Norton was a village of 750 houses. Since then there 
have been a succession of new housing developments adding around 150 
homes. Whilst some of these houses were accepted as a reasonable part 
of the villages’ natural development there is a wide-spread feeling that 
a large proportion of these new developments have been foisted on the 
community. This has negated the ambition of the neighbourhood plan 
which was developed by the village and accepted by the local council. 

Irrespective of the circumstances under which the houses were granted 
planning, and the impact that they may have had on the village, there is 
an underlying feeling that the current housing provision does not meet 
local demand for affordable or sustainable homes. 

A village wide survey undertaken by Hook Norton Low Carbon (HNLC) 
in 2018 (a Mutual Society set up for the benefit of the local community 
and environment) showed that providing affordable sustainable housing 
was an ambition for the village. 

HNLC interpreted this response as a desire for the community to take 
control of its own housing provision and to deliver what the village want 
and need. It was also felt that an exemplar project would set a precedent 
for any future development in the village and surrounding area.

Analysing potential sites in and around the village highlighted land owned 
by Cherwell District Council (CDC) behind The Bourne, an area of land 
left over after the development of The Bourne in the 1950/1960’s. It has 
since been encircled by the later developments of the Sports and Social 
Club and Bourne View, a recent Taylor Wimpey housing estate.

HNLC approached CDC to explore the potential of developing this land 
and negotiated a Heads of Terms (HoT) agreement to take forward a 
proposal for community led housing on the site.

Working with The Low Carbon Hub in Oxford, HNLC obtained funding 
to undertake community consultation and a feasibility study for the 
housing, and ran an invited tender bid process for four architecture firms. 
Charlie Luxton Design (CLD) was selected to develop a feasibility study 
working with the Hook Norton Community Land Trust Ltd (HNCLT) 
made up of HNLC and Low Carbon Hub members. CLD has since been 
invited to develop the design sufficiently to make this planning pre-
application submission on behalf of HNCLT (Registered as a Community 
Benefit Society (Society number 8145).

A design process was undertaken comprising of a community consultation 
process to help refine and shape the ambitions and brief for the scheme. 
This was developed into a feasibility study and financial model that was 
used to obtain a formal agreement with CDC and the creation of the 
Hook Norton Community Land Trust which will be the vehicle for 
delivery the housing scheme. The houses within the development will all 
be a combination of affordable rents and affordable shared ownership with 
a minimum of 8 affordable housing units. The target is to have the entire 
scheme at an average of 80% below market levels.  The 7 units which 
are on the land being transferred from CDC will each be at or below 
80% market value.  HNCLT is in the process of purchasing (through a 
separate Options Agreement) a parcel of land to the east of the site.  This 
enables the project to build an additional 3 units on the eastern side of the 
development.  Since HNCLT has the ambition to offer a number of the 
units at “truly affordable” rates (ie. significantly below 80% market value) 
we wish to keep open the option that a proportion of these units made 
possible through HNCLT’s purchase of additional land (in reality this is 
likely to be one or two units) can be offered at between 80-100% of market 
value to cross-subsidise these “truly affordable” rates.

Given the strong support for the project HNLC have received from 
the community for the project, and the experience that the LCH has 
for community share offers they have coordinated across Oxfordshire, 
HNCLT anticipate that the majority of the capital needed (approx. £4M) 
will be raised through a community share offer.  HNCLT and LCH have 
also already had positive discussions with Charity Bank on potential debt 
finance for the project where needed.  

Hence, support from the local community for truly affordable housing 
has been part of the project from its Inception and continues to be an 
integral part of the project through to completion.

This application has been examined by a team of consultants with regards 
to:

• Flooding/drainage
• Planning policy
• Transport and parking
• Ecology (This is out of date and a new one will be obtained prior to 

the submission of a planning application)
• Land contamination

Introduction
—

Hook Norton — Aerial View
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Brief
—

Paraphrased extract from 
brief issued by Hook Norton 
Low Carbon

Photos of the site

This Project’s aim is to work with the Hook Norton local community 
to develop an exemplar project on land which is currently owned by 
Cherwell District Council. It is to provide ‘affordable and sustainable 
housing’ for those with a local connection to the village.

New housing developments in rural villages are normally seen as 
unwelcome, externally imposed projects driven by national-scale 
developers. Given developers’ obligation to maximise commercial returns, 
‘affordable’ components of these developments are rarely truly affordable 
or sustainable and design is usually unadventurous. They are also usually 
aimed at the more profitable end of the wider market and rarely address 
the specific needs of the communities in which they are built.

Hook Norton Community Land Trust (HNCLT), a community social 
enterprise working in partnership with Cherwell District Council (CDC), 
aims to turn this process on its head through an innovative project.

 The key innovations being considered are;

The brief and overarching design ambitions has been drawn up in 
consultation with the community. Hook Norton Low Carbon Ltd. 
(HNLC) has taken a lead in engaging with the wider community and 
working with the Hook Norton Parish Council (HNPC) as described in 
the Community Consultation document, annexed to this report. The 
resulting development will include affordable starter homes for local 
people, homes for ‘right sizing’ to allow local residents to free up larger 
family-sized homes in the village.

The homes will balance design and environmental merit. The 
specifications will be for Passivhaus certified or Passivhaus equivalent 
homes with community renewable energy features and a micro-grid. 
the project is also seeking to be Carbon Neutral in construction and 
occupation, making it an exemplar scheme in a time of climate emergency.

The development will also include provision low carbon transport options 
such as shared electric bikes and electric vehicles. A car pool is a key 
part of the proposal and central to the lower than usual level of parking 
provision proposed. Exploring this element of the scheme with OCC is 
one of the main outputs hoped for through the pre-application advice 
process.  

Community funding options will aim to enhance the strong local links to 
the project and may include grants, loans and equity. The option of a local 
share scheme based on adaptation of models which have been successfully 
used for community renewables projects will be actively considered from 
an early stage.
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Site opportunities and constraints
—

The proposed site is located in the middle of Hook Norton bounded 
by the 1950’s Bourne estate to the south and east, the new Bourne View 
housing estate to the north and the Sports and Social club to the west. 

The site has limited views at ground level although at first floor there are 
longer views to the West towards the Brewery and to the newly planted 
wooded ridge beyond. There is an opportunity to create a new landmark 
amongst the village’s roofscape when viewed from afar; a source of pride 
for the community.

Currently the site has limited links to the rest of the village but there are 
opportunities to create a strong connection from the heart of the village, 
through the site to both the Sports and Social Club and Bourne View. A 
real potential benefit for the ‘walkability’ of the village  

The site is currently over-grown and has an array of self seeded trees, 
bushes and plants. They appear of little value and significant removal, 
cutting back and replanting is proposed by the scheme. The 2012 Ecology 
Report by Swift Ecology highlights this and finds little of real value on 
the site.

There have been concerns raised about potential localised flooding on 
the site. This occurs on the western edge of the site around the existing 
drainage ditch. Further research into the issue has shown that robust 
detailing and a drainage maintenance strategy will overcome any issues.  
The flood risk assesment by JBA Consulting stated that there was a low 
risk of flooding on the site.

There is a potential issue of sound and light pollution from the SSC 
tennis courts, MUGA and playing field. Careful consideration during the 
developed design phase should negate any issues. 

The site has good solar access and with the right building form will allow 
for an extensive Photovoltaic array on the roofs.

Pedestrian Movement

Noise

Prevailing Winds

Sports and 
Social Club

Brewery View

Countryside ViewSunset
Sunrise

Existing Wind Breaker
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Hook Norton analysis
—

The outline designs have been conceived after careful analysis of the 
unique qualities of Hook Norton. It is a village with a tightly packed core 
where houses sit shoulder to shoulder creating fascinating street scapes 
with a web of cut throughs and canyons of stone pierced with windows all 
topped by a jumble of roofs. 

This density and the spacial quality it creates helps makes Hook Norton 
unique. It encourages interaction and a street life in the older heart of the 
village that is not found in the newer, lower density, developments on the 
outskirts of the village. 

The brewery creates a stunning centrepiece for the village and is a 
fascinating precedent for the housing scheme. Standing tall in the 
countryside the brewery is a landmark which the new development 
should seek to complement.

Its courtyards and buildings have been adapted over 150 years; from stables 
to store, office, cafe, museum and visitor centre. The robust adaptable 
structure has allowed it to remain relevant to the community, a great 
exemplar for any new development in the village. 

Our proposal seeks to draw upon the very best of Hook Norton and 
re-imagine it for the 21st century. Achieved not by aping but by learning 
from and re-imagining the existing village character to provide a template 
for what its future housing could be.
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Community and board engagement
—

Between March and April 2018 a Community consultation process was 
undertaken in Hook Norton to gauge village support for a community 
led housing scheme. The full report can be found at the end of this 
document. There were a number of findings that prompted the decision 
to seek the land from CDC develop and develop this scheme. The main 
being that 74% of the 548 replies saw housing as an area that needs 
addressing. Sustainability and good quality public space were identified as 
key concerns for the wider community.

On Thursday 27th September 2018 a further and more focused 
community engagement event was held at the Hook Norton Sports & 
Social Club organised by Hook Norton Low Carbon and Charlie Luxton 
Design. The event provided local people an excellent opportunity to get 
involved with the design process.

Strategically scheduled at the beginning of the evening, attendees where 
asked to complete a survey. The survey was designed to understand and 
prioritise the communities aspirations for the project. The results helped 
gauge if opinions had changed once the project had been explained in 
more detail. Interestingly at the beginning of the evening ‘owning your 
own home’ was the second highest priority, after hearing about the 
‘flexible home concept’ and an explanation about the financial modelling 
later in the evening, participants seemed much more open to the idea of a 
long-term secured rental.

Utilising a range of human-centred design engagement techniques, 
feedback was gained on CLD’s research and design proposals during a 
series of interactive presentations. 

The principle conclusions from the event were;

• Higher density allowing more people to benefit from a new home (was 
seen as sensible).

• A ‘Flexible Home Concept’ that allowed the homes to be adapted as the 
residents change was seen as a good idea for community homes.

• There was positive support for community resources and facilities. 

• Parking was shown on the periphery to avoid the car dominance that 
defines many developments. This was understood and welcomed with 
a clear caveat that there needs to be cars close to some houses for 
older and less ambulant residents.

• There was support for the idea of having smaller homes with the ability 
to use additional bedrooms in a shared facility. 

• The importance of good public space was noted and there was 
agreement on the idea of smaller private spaces making room for 
more quality larger, public spaces. 

• It was felt there was a real opportunity to create a new village space/
square.

• Concern was raised that adequate acoustic separation between 
dwellings. ‘German floors’ were mentioned which transpired to be 
heavy concrete beam and block floors to give a solid feeling and sound 
absorption.

• These concepts were taken forward and further developed 
incorporating the key learnings from the community consultation 
and presented to the Hook Norton Board on Thursday 15th 
November 2018. 

The principal feedback from 15thNovember meeting was;

• Whilst the parking location and houses were designed to meet ‘Home 
for Life’ guidelines it was felt that some of the homes needed parking 
places in much closer proximity.

• The bin stores should be located through the scheme and not 
concentrated in one area. 

• There was an idea to build over the parking spaces to increase the 
density of the scheme should the financial model require it.

For the full community 
engagement report please 
see the appendix.
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Proposal
—

Introduction

This scheme is an ambitious design that draws on the Brewery for 
inspiration. It seeks to create a new landmark for Hook Norton and 
a new focus for village activity. High density provides more people with 
high quality accommodation which is more sustainable in terms of land 
use, volume to surface area ratio and allows for greater shared facilities. 
Flexibility is at the core of the proposal which has been conceived as 
terraces of a repeating design that can be adapted to provide between 

10 and 18 individual dwellings. Flexibility is key during allocation and 
construction as the needs of the potential residents are better understood, 
but also over time as the needs of the village change and evolve. 

Density is combined with humane design, allowing for private space in 
rear and front yards, roof terraces and back gardens for all the homes 
whatever the configuration. 

At the heart of the scheme is a new public space for the whole village 
with large areas for possible allotments, orchard, play space, whatever 
the community decide.
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Proposal
—
Masterplan

• 15 dwellings; 2no. 2bed cottages, 3no. 3 bed houses, 5no. 1 ned flats and 
5no. 2 bed flats. 

• Car parking concentrate at the north of the site w. access for loading, 
bin collection and disabled parking via a shared surface in the heart of 
the scheme.

• Brewery is inspiration for material mix, courtyards and flexible robust 
structure.

• Density is efficient for construction and thermal performance.

• Uses a repeating design to provide the structure and shell of the 
buildings whilst leaving flexibility for occupation.

• All units have high quality external space whatever the configuration 
through roof terraces, rear and front yards.

• Shared surface with planters, benches and bin stores. Fruit trees are to 
be planted throughout the site to provide a community orchard.

• Each terrace to get a facilities building for communal heating/storage/
tools/washing machines.

• Good solar access to allow for extensive PV arrays connected to micro-
grid.

• A community building with plant room, storage, two guest studios, 
flexible multi-use space and greenhouse.

• The new structures have been pulled away from the adjacent properties 
to reduce negative impact on the neighbours and allow for first floor 
living areas.

Do not scale off this drawing.  This drawing is to be read with all other contract documents.  Any discrepancies are 
to be reported to the Architect.  At construction status, this drawing remains design intent only.  All information to 
be checked by contractor for site accuracy and fit.  Drawings are subject to statutory approvals and site surveys.

Beanacre Cottage, Ropeway, Hook Norton, Oxon, OX15 5QB 01608 730086

info@charlieluxton.com

scale

1:500 @ A3

title

Proposed Site Plan 

drwg no

220_03_150
revproject

Hook Norton 
Low Carbon 
Housing

P4

0 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 M

P2 Issued for Information09.08.19

Site Boundary

Ownership Boundary

P3 3 Car parking spaces added, green house and 
housing layout ammended accordingly

12.08.19

P4 Pedestrian Access to Sports & Social moved. 
Car parking numbers reduced. Car pool 
numbers increased to six. House plans revised

14.08.19

P5

Pedestrian Route

Pedestrian Route
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Flexible home concept
—

Things change; people change, places change, 
the economy changes, our requirements 
for a home change. 

To remain relevant for hundreds of years our buildings need to be able to 
change too. This project is about meeting the long term changing needs 
of an evolving community. Flexibility is the key. 

To achieve this a flexible home concept has been developed as a core 
element of the scheme. This has resulted in a design for individual 
modules that share a layout and robust, thermally massive structure. This 
allows for the stairs, services and façades to remain but the interior space 
to be easily adapted and reconfigured during design/construction and 
then over time to provide a variable number of homes. From accessible 
single storey 2-bedroom homes with 1-bedroom apartments above, to large 
3-4 bedroom family homes. 

Whilst these buildings can flex and evolve to suit the changing 
community that live there over time. The number will be fixed during 
planning and construction and any change to numbers would be via a 
planning application to ensure amenities are maintained. The exact final 
configuration of the scheme will be fixed after pre-app. advice and prior 
to planning  following a selection process for residents. At present the 
scheme is for 15 units as set out in the area schedule attached. 

1 x 3 Bed Home 1 x 2 Bed Home

3 Bed Home

1 x 1 Bed Home

1 Bed Home

2 Bed Home
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Heavyweight party walls and ‘German’ 
(heavyweight) floors for very good 
acoustic separation and high thermal 
mass. Concrete to have locally sourced 
(possibly recycled) aggregate and high 
GGBS (ground granulated blast furnace 
slag) content.

Lightweight facades and roofs for high 
insulative performance. Use of timber 
structure is a carbon sink. ‘Sweat Equity’ 
would also allow for the use of recycled/
re-used materials and the labour intensive 
preparation often required to process such 
materials - for example removing nails from 
old boards.

Structural & envelope strategy
—

The proposed structural strategy at this stage is for dense heavyweight 
walls and floors between the properties and lighter weight structure for 
the front/rear walls and roof. Combined with high levels of airtightness, 
Mechanical Ventilation Heat Recovery (MVHR) and triple glazing it will 
result in Passivhaus or Passivhaus equivalent homes that are warm, quiet 
and low in embodied energy and CO2.

The floors and party walls will be high mass structure constructed from 
low-CO2 cement and carbon positive aggregate. Whist there are embodied 
energy considerations with this form of construction it will provide the 
following significant benefits;

Acoustic separation - The weight of masonry/concrete walls and floors will 
deaden sound between homes. Noise transfer between neighbours is a huge 
potential issue in dense housing schemes and something identified in the 
community consultation.

Thermal mass - The heavy structure will help reduce temperature 
fluctuation by absorbing and releasing heat slowly. Care needs to be taken 
to ensure that summer heat doesn’t overheat the structure as cooling then 
becomes an issue. Careful shading will allow this to be controlled and used 
to reduce energy demand.

Robust construction against potential ground water - a dense masonry 
construction can be tanked easily lifting a moisture sensitive structure, such 
as timber frame, off the ground.

This mass strategy on the dividing walls will be combined with timber 
frame or similar construction for the front/rear walls and roof. The timber 
frame elements bring benefits of reduced embodied energy and it is planned 
to be constructed using timber I-beams and recycled cellulose insulation, 
acting as a carbon store locking away CO2 for hundreds of years to come.

The airtightness, MVHR and triple glazing not only provides thermal 
benefits but is a very sound insulating form of construction and will deal 
with the potential noise issues of the adjacent sports facilities.

It is envisaged to have retractable external blinds on the west elevations of 
the houses to deal with afternoon summer sun and remove the likelihood 
of overheating. Combined with new efficient directionally focused LED 
floodlighting it is envisages that the external blinds will remove the 
potential for light pollution from the MUGA and tennis.
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This project has set itself the ambitious target of achieving carbon 
neutrality both during construction and occupation. Translating this 
and the other sustainability concepts identified and supported by the 
community into a reality is best achieved by considering the built form 
and it’s systems as an ecosystem with flows and interdependence. 

Waste and by-products in the forms of hot air, heat, compost, electricity 
and water become the resources for other necessary processes. The 
following diagram captures the initial ideas for achieving this and if 
implemented will massively reduce the impact of the development on the 
planet. Not only reducing the demand for heating, lighting and electrical 
energy but also transport, food and waste. 

An ambitious scheme that will require investment and careful 
management but if achieved would provide an exemplar for a new way of 
living.

In order to meet the high sustainability ambitions, the following key 
elements have been included;

• Passivhaus or Passivhaus equivalent.

• Possible district heating

• Solar arrays.

• Micro gird.

• Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHP).

• Mechanical Ventilation Heat Recovery (MVHR).

• Low embodied energy and CO2 materials.

• Carbon offsetting through local tree planting.

• Shared growing space and greenhouse.

It is envisaged that the heating and hot water could be provided by a 
District heating system. This connects the houses to a centralised heating 
system via highly insulated buried pipes. Each unit then has a much 
smaller buffer tank for hot water and no localised boiler. This has the 
following benefits;

• Larger heating units have higher efficiencies. 

• Centralised units with reduced maintenance requirements as fewer 
larger units rather than multiple smaller units. 

• Allows for homes to be smaller as the need for a plant room/cupboard is 
removed. 

• Reduces redundancy in equipment as it is shared between more 
properties.

Architectural and 
sustainability strategy
—

One of the biggest sources of CO2 emissions for any larger construction 
site is emissions associated with getting the workforce to and from site.  
The proposal for this scheme is to use local trades and suppliers to reduce 
these emissions and keep as much the construction spend in the local 
economy. 
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Material Study
—

D RAFT scale

1:200 @ A3

title

Proposed Elevations 1

drwg no

220_05_301
rev

P1P1 20.08.19 Descripton of revision

Do not scale off this drawing.  This drawing is to be read with all other contract documents.  Any discrepancies are 
to be reported to the Architect.  At construction status, this drawing remains design intent only.  All information to 
be checked by contractor for site accuracy and fit.  Drawings are subject to statutory approvals and site surveys.

Beanacre Cottage, Ropeway, Hook Norton, Oxon, OX15 5QB 01608 730086

project
info@charlieluxton.com

Note:

All levels and dimensions to be site surveyed and confirmed by the contractor. See 
also architectural details, mechanical and electrical intent layout and structural 
engineers drawings and specifications. Door and windows manufacturer to 
produce shop drawings for comment before manufacture.
All details are intent only, to be finalised by the contractor. Drawings subject to 
statutory approvals.

Hook Norton 
Low Carbon 
Housing

The design takes inspiration from Hook Norton Brewery, using a Horton 
Stone ‘base’ and a lighter weight upper storey, clad in timber. The 
Hornton Stone wall at ground level partially encloses the shared public 
space to form a robust, location specific, environment that will support 
the growth of plants against the stone.
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3D aerial view
—

Scheme Overview
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House type plans
—

Ground Floor - 2 Bedroom Apartment
1:1001

First Floor - 1 Bedroom Apartment
1:1002

Do not scale off this drawing.  This drawing is to 
be read with all other contract documents.  Any 
discrepancies are to be reported to the 
Architect.  At construction status, this drawing 
remains design intent only.  All information to be 
checked by contractor for site accuracy and fit.  
Drawings are subject to statutory approvals and 
site surveys.

   Beanacre Cottage  Hook Norton  Oxon OX15 5QB t: 01608 730086  e: info@charlieluxton.com

project  drawing  drawing no.  scale  
Proposed Plans
Apartments

220_03_301 1:100@A3Hook Norton Housing

D1: 16.11.18 Issued For Information
P1: 03.09.19 Planning Pre-application Submission

Ground Floor - 2 Bedroom Apartment
1:1001

First Floor - 1 Bedroom Apartment
1:1002

Do not scale off this drawing.  This drawing is to 
be read with all other contract documents.  Any 
discrepancies are to be reported to the 
Architect.  At construction status, this drawing 
remains design intent only.  All information to be 
checked by contractor for site accuracy and fit.  
Drawings are subject to statutory approvals and 
site surveys.

   Beanacre Cottage  Hook Norton  Oxon OX15 5QB t: 01608 730086  e: info@charlieluxton.com

project  drawing  drawing no.  scale  
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D1: 16.11.18 Issued For Information
P1: 03.09.19 Planning Pre-application Submission

Apartments 

The proposal includes flexibility to allow for adaptation over time. In one 
option the unit is arranged as two separate apartments, a 2-bed on the 
ground floor and 1-bed upstairs. Efficiency in space terms is improved by 
removing most of the services and storage out of the houses and into the 
community building. 

2-bedroom Apartment - 71m2

A large entrance hall with lots of space for coats and boots leads into the 
main living space. A dedicated corridor leads to the rear garden of the 
house without going through the bedrooms allowing for easy use of this 
private outdoor space without an invasion of privacy.  A generous shared 
bathroom with a service cupboard for MVHR and buffer tank mean quick 
demand hot water and any noise from the MVHR can be easily contained. 

1-bedroom Apartment - 64m2

The front door leads to a generous entrance hall with coats, boots and 
storage built into the wide stair that lead to the living level. A wide 
corridor leads past a double bedroom, opposite a large bathroom and into 
the main living space. A large kitchen/dining/sitting room leads out to a 
small ‘kitchen garden’ morning sun roof terrace. Off the living room is a 
larger west facing evening sun terrace.

2 Bed Apartment 
Ground Floor

1:100

1 Bed Apartment 
1st Floor 

1:100
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House type plans
—

Terrace - 136m2

By combining the apartments a 3 bed terrace can be created. A small front 
yard leads to a generous entrance and through to a kitchen/dining/sitting 
area that runs right through from the front to back of the house. Off this 
is a separate room that can be a snug/home office/guest bedroom. There 
is also a good sized cupboard and downstairs loo. Wide stairs lead to two  
bedrooms (1 single and 1 double) and master bedroom suite with a private 
terrace.  

Ground Floor - Terrace
1:1001

First Floor - Terrace
1:1002

Do not scale off this drawing.  This drawing is to 
be read with all other contract documents.  Any 
discrepancies are to be reported to the 
Architect.  At construction status, this drawing 
remains design intent only.  All information to be 
checked by contractor for site accuracy and fit.  
Drawings are subject to statutory approvals and 
site surveys.

   Beanacre Cottage  Hook Norton  Oxon OX15 5QB t: 01608 730086  e: info@charlieluxton.com

project  drawing  drawing no.  scale  
Proposed Plans
Terrace

220_03_302 1:100@A3Hook Norton Housing

D1: 16.11.18 Issued For Information
P1: 03.09.19 Planning Pre-application Submission

Ground Floor - Terrace
1:1001

First Floor - Terrace
1:1002

Do not scale off this drawing.  This drawing is to 
be read with all other contract documents.  Any 
discrepancies are to be reported to the 
Architect.  At construction status, this drawing 
remains design intent only.  All information to be 
checked by contractor for site accuracy and fit.  
Drawings are subject to statutory approvals and 
site surveys.
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D1: 16.11.18 Issued For Information
P1: 03.09.19 Planning Pre-application Submission

3 Bed House 
Ground Floor 

1:100

3 Bed House 
1st Floor

1:100
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House type plans
—

Cottage - 76m2

Located at the end of the terraces and half the width of the main building 
module these are smaller units providing 2-bed houses. Whilst compact 
they have private back gardens and long internal views front to back at 
ground floor. Removing the majority of the services and storage out to the 
community building allows a highly efficient yet functional plan. They are 
envisaged as ‘launch pads’ for young people leaving home as a first rung on 
the ladder towards a long term home of their own, or as houses in which 
long term carers for other community members could reside.

Ground Floor - 2 Bedroom Cottage
1:1001

First Floor - 2 Bedroom Cottage
1:1002

Do not scale off this drawing.  This drawing is to 
be read with all other contract documents.  Any 
discrepancies are to be reported to the 
Architect.  At construction status, this drawing 
remains design intent only.  All information to be 
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Unit conversion 
—

The housing module has been designed to allow for easy transformation 
from 1 and 2 bed apartments to a 3 bed house with a minimum of work 
and vice versa. 

This will allow for replication of details and efficiency during design and 
construction where only the areas highlighted in red (adjacent) need to be 
different. With careful consideration and planning of first fix services and 
finishes it will mean that at any point in the future, with a new planning 
submission and the minimum of work, the houses can be transformed to 
the alternative arrangement providing flexibility to suit the communities 
changing needs.
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Community building
—

During the community consultation there was a very strong, positive 
response to the idea of shared facilities for both HNH residents and the 
wider village. 

This idea has been developed into a loose proposal for a community 
building that could include the following facilities;

• Greenhouse — For general village use to grow food and plants but 
also to have an Air Source heat pump converting solar gain into hot 
water for the wider site. 

• Guest Bedrooms— There are two 1-bed en-suite rooms proposed to 
provide rooms for guests of the residents. This will allows for smaller 
houses in the development as the residents are not constantly heating 
and maintaining under-used bedrooms. These rooms could also be 
rented out to provide an additional income stream to help support 
the wider scheme. 

• Work Space — Desk space for local residents to encourage home 
working and reduce commuter miles.

• Multi-Use Space — A large flexible space for community use such as 
group meals, workshops and activities like yoga. All undertaken in a 
warm bright modern space with toilet facilities. Alternatively it could 
become a cafe or home for a local business. It has been left flexible 
and adaptable for the community to use as it sees fit. 

• Residents Storage Cages — In order to produce tight efficient plans 
for the houses it is proposed that storage facilities are provided in the 
community building. This would take the form of cupboards or caged 
areas for each home.

• E-Bike Storage — An area to keep the HNLC E-bikes that is 
accessible, protected from the weather and with charging facilities.

During the detail design stage following pre-application advice further 
community consultation will be undertaken with both with potential 
residents and the wider village to shape the final form and provision of the 
community facilities. Community Building — 1st Floor

Community Building — Ground Floor
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View looking south
—
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Planning Statement prepared by Ridge and Partners LLP
—

As noted earlier, this community led development seeks to deliver 10 to 218 dwellings, 
associated new public space for the village and large areas of flexible space to be used as 
the community decide.

Planning Policy Context

In order to demonstrate the acceptability of the proposal, this section of the pre-
application Design and Access Statement assesses those planning policies which are 
relevant to the consideration of the development proposal. 

The operative Development Plan for the Cherwell District comprises: The adopted 
Cherwell Local Plan (November 1996); the adopted Cherwell District Local Plan (part 
one) 2011-2031 (July 2015); and the Hook Norton Neighbourhood Plan adopted October 
2015. Policies relating to new residential proposals stated within the Cherwell Local 
Plan 1996 are predominantly to be superseded by the Cherwell District Local Plan 
(Part one) 2011-2031.  It is also important to note that Local Plan Policy Part 2, which 
will deal with site allocation, has yet to be adopted.

Cherwell Local Plan (Part One) 2011-2031

Principle of development 

The proposed application site is located just to the north of the heart of Hook Norton 
Village. Hook Norton is identified within the operative development plan  as a category 
A ‘Service Village’, where proposals for residential development within the built up-
limits of the village are considered acceptable providing development comprises “minor 
development”. In assessing whether proposals constitute ‘minor development’ regard is 
to be given to the following criteria:

• The size of the village and the level of service provision;

• The site context within the existing built environment;

• Whether it is in keeping with the character and form of the village;

• Its local landscape setting; and,

• The appropriate scale of development.

Hook Norton is a large village.  Identified within the local plan as a ‘Service Village’, 
it provides a wide range of services, facilities and employment opportunities.  The 
proposed development of between 10 and 18 dwellings is therefore wholly appropriate 
to the size of the settlement and commensurate to the level of service provision found 
within the village. Moreover, as will be demonstrated below, the emerging community-
led development has been designed to respect its context whilst being in keeping 
with the character and form of the village. The emerging proposal respects its wider 
local landscape setting and will regenerate under-used, vacant land within the built 

framework of a large service village.  There are no designated town planning constraints 
and as such the proposal is assessed as appropriate ‘minor development’ located within 
the built-up limits of the village.  The principle of development is thereby considered 
acceptable.

Housing Density

Cherwell Local Plan Policy BSC 2 addresses the matter of housing density. It’s objective 
is to make the best and most efficient use of housing land. It states that new housing 
should be provided on net developable areas at a density of at least 30 dwellings per 
hectare unless there are justifiable planning reasons for lower density development. The 
explanatory text to the Policy states that it is important to make efficient use of the 
land with careful consideration to the character and appearance of localities. 

Furthermore, it is important to note that the policy is expressed as “at least” 30 
dwellings per hectare and therefore the higher density development scenarios noted 
within this Design and Access Statement are set at levels that are encouraged by the 
operative development plan.

It is considered that that the emerging density figures for the proposal will fully 
comply with the provisions of Local Plan Policy BSC2. Currently this density stands at 
approximately 45 dwellings/hectare.

Affordable Housing

Local Plan Policy BSC3 addresses matters relating to affordable housing, in respect 
of the project site, Policy BSC3 requires any development that includes 11 or more 
dwellings to provide at least 35% of the new housing as on-site affordable homes. 
This proposal will accord with that provision. The type and tenure of the required 
affordable housing will be a matter of negotiation with the District Council. However, 
that negotiation should be informed by the fact that this is a community-led housing 
scheme that will comprise new, sustainably built homes that are to be available at an 
average of 80% of market rate to make them truly affordable to local people. 

Housing Mix

Local Plan Policy BSC4 states that new residential development will be expected 
to provide a mix of housing to meet current and expected future requirements in 
the interests of meeting housing need and creating socially mixed and inclusive 
communities.  The Plans notes that the mix of housing is to be negotiated having 
regard to the Council’s most up to date evidence on housing need and available 
evidence from developers on local market conditions. Furthermore, the opportunity for 
the provision of extra care, specialist housing for older and/or disabled people and those 
with mental health needs and other supported housing for those with specific living 
needs will be encouraged in suitable locations close to services and facilities.

Key to this community-led scheme is flexibility. This is to ensure the village’s needs, 

both in respect to housing density and housing mix, are met both now and in the 
future as the requirements of the community change and evolve. This is unique and 
truly innovative approach and one which the conventional housing model has failed 
to bring about.  To achieve this objective, a flexible home concept has been developed 
which ensures the interior space can be easily adapted and reconfigured during design 
and construction and then over time to prove a variable number of homes. As such, 
the buildings can evolve to suit the changing needs of future residents as housing need 
within Hook Norton changes and evolves. 

At this stage, 15 dwellings are proposed; 2 x no 2 bed cottages, 3x 3 bed houses, 5x no 1 
bed flats and 5 x 2 bed flats. This is reflective of the latest data contained within the 
village’s housing needs survey; were demand is highest for 1 and 2 bed homes. The 
housing mix proposed will be in accordance with up to date evidence on housing need 
and available data on local market conditions.

The proposal will, therefore, ensure a mix of housing will be provided to meet current 
and evolving requirements. This will serve the interests of meeting housing need and 
creating socially mixed and inclusive communities.

The emerging proposal will therefore fully accord with Policy BSC4.

Pre-application advice will be sought to scope a mechanism, with a subsequent 
selection process for occupiers, to enable a future flexible arrangement to ensure the 
housing mix can change to meet the needs of the wider community as the social and 
economic circumstances change within the village.  

Open Space, Outdoor Sport and Recreation Provision 

Local Plan Policy BSC11 requires there to be appropriate provisions in place to meet 
the outdoor recreation requirements and needs of residents of all new developments. 
Proposals are expected to contribute to the provision of open space, sport and 
recreation, together with secure arrangements for its management and maintenance. 
In that respect, the amount, type and form of open space will be determined having 
regard to the nature and size of development proposed and the recreational needs likely 
to be generated by it. 

At this stage, there is no readily available evidence as to whether Hook Norton has 
a surplus or deficit of outdoor recreation provision, when assessed against the LPA’s 
standards. This will need to be a matter of discussion with the LPA as part of the pre-
application process. However, it is important to note that in line with Local Plan Policy 
BSC2 the efficient use of the site for housing development design to meet an identified 
local housing need is an overriding objective.

Whilst the individual amenity arrangements are subject to change, depending on the 
mix and type of dwellings to presented within a planning application, the emerging 
proposal has been designed to allow for private space in either the rear gardens, or 1st 
floor terraces, or both, for each home regardless of the final configuration. At the heart 
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Planning Statement Cont.
—

of the design of the scheme is a new public space for the wider community, with large 
areas that can accommodate the possibility of allotments, orchard, play space or any 
other alternative outside use. The use of that space is to be community-led to ensure 
the needs of the community can be met as circumstances and requirements change 
over time.  

Mitigating and Adapting to Climate Change

Mitigating and adapting to climate change is an objective at the heart of the 
development brief and design process. Local Plan Policy ESD1 seeks to address matters 
of climate change; requiring the incorporation of suitable adaption measures in new 
developments to ensure proposals are more resilient to climate change impacts, in such 
regard the following considerations are noted:

• Taking into account the known physical and environmental constraints when 
identifying locations for development;

• Demonstration of design approaches that are resilient to climate change 
impacts including the use of passive solar design for heating and cooling;

• Minimising the risk of flooding and making use of sustainable drainage 
methods; and, 

• Reducing the effects of development on the microclimate (through the 
provision of green infrastructure including open space and water, planting, and green 
roofs).

As has been demonstrated within the Architectural and Sustainability Strategy section 
within this Design and Access Statement, the Hook Norton Community Housing 
Scheme will meet these principles. Equally, the same is true in respect of Local Plan 
Policies ESD 2 ‘Energy Hierarchy and Allowable Solutions’ and ESD 3 ‘Sustainable 
Construction’.  

The emerging proposals are fully consistent with the operative development plan’s 
objectives for mitigating and adapting to the serious consequences facing us due to the 
earth’s climate change. 

Character of the Built and Historic Environment

Local Plan Policy ESD 15 addresses issues relating to the character of the built and 
historic environment. It notes that successful design is founded upon an understanding 
and respect for an area’s built, natural and cultural context. In that context,  new 
development is expected by the LPA to complement and enhance the character of its 
locality through sensitive siting, layout and high-quality design. As such Policy ESD 15 
sets out the following checklist:

• Designed to deliver high quality safe, attractive, durable and healthy places to 
live and work in. Development of all scales should be designed to improve the quality 
and appearance of an area and the way it functions;

• Deliver buildings, places and spaces that can adapt to changing social, 
technological, economic and environmental conditions;

• Support the efficient use of land and infrastructure, through appropriate land 
uses, mix and density/development intensity;

• Contribute positively to an area’s character and identity by creating or 
reinforcing local distinctiveness and respecting local topography and landscape 
features, including skylines, valley floors, significant trees, historic boundaries, 
landmarks, features or views, in particular within designated landscapes, within the 
Cherwell Valley and within conservation areas and their setting;

• Conserve, sustain and enhance designated and non-designated ‘heritage assets’ 
(as defined in the NPPF) including buildings, features, archaeology, conservation areas 
and their settings, and ensure new development is sensitively sited and integrated in 
accordance with advice in the NPPF and NPPG; 

• Include information on heritage assets sufficient to assess the potential impact 
of the proposal on their significance. Where archaeological potential is identified this 
should include an appropriate desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a field 
evaluation;

• Respect the traditional pattern of routes, spaces, blocks, plots, enclosures and 
the form, scale and massing of buildings. Development should be designed to integrate 
with existing streets and public spaces, and buildings configured to create clearly 
defined active public frontages;

• Reflect or, in a contemporary design response, re-interpret local 
distinctiveness, including elements of construction, elevational detailing, windows and 
doors, building and surfacing materials, mass, scale and colour palette;

• Promote permeable, accessible and easily understandable places by creating 
spaces that connect with each other, are easy to move through and have recognisable 
landmark features;

• Demonstrate a holistic approach to the design of the public realm to create 
high quality and multi-functional streets and places that promotes pedestrian 
movement and integrates different modes of transport, parking and servicing. The 
principles set out in The Manual for Streets should be followed;

• Consider the amenity of both existing and future development, including 
matters of privacy, outlook, natural lighting, ventilation, and indoor and outdoor space;

• Limit the impact of light pollution from artificial light on local amenity, 
intrinsically dark landscapes and nature conservation;

• Be compatible with up to date urban design principles, including Building for 
Life, and achieve Secured by Design accreditation;

• Consider sustainable design and layout at the masterplanning stage of design, 
where building orientation and the impact of microclimate can be considered within 
the layout; 

• Incorporate energy efficient design and sustainable construction techniques, 
whilst ensuring that the aesthetic implications of green technology are appropriate to 
the context; 

• Integrate and enhance green infrastructure and incorporate biodiversity 
enhancement features where possible; 

• Well-designed landscape schemes should be an integral part of development 
proposals to support improvements to biodiversity, the micro climate, and air pollution 
and provide attractive places that improve people’s health and sense of vitality; and, 

• Use locally sourced sustainable materials where possible. 

As noted earlier, the project site comprises under-used, vacant land. The site does not 
include any buildings or structures of special architectural or historic interest, not is it 
located adjacent to such assets. Furthermore, the site falls outside the Hook Norton 
conservation area, it does not fall within an identified landscape of special interest 
or protection and it is not located within close proximity to any designated areas of 
nature conservation or bio-diversity interest.

Furthermore, the regeneration site is located at the centre of the village, adjacent to 
the recently built Bourne View Housing Estate and is set within an area of residential 
character. The proposal will therefore respond positively to the character of the area, 
identity and pattern of development. In addition, the regeneration of the site for 
residential use provides a significant opportunity to create new sustainable homes with 
strong walking connections from the heart of the village; through the site to both the 
sports and social club and Bourne View. 

As has been demonstrated within this Design and Access Statement, the proposal 
consists of a high-quality sustainable design which will complement and enhance the 
character of its context through sensitive site layout, high-quality architecture that is 
able to adapt for future community needs and appropriate and effective landscaping. It 
is, therefore, considered the proposal fully accords with Local Plan Policy ESD15.

The regeneration site is located in close proximity to Hook Norton’s Multi Use Games 
Area, which is floodlit.  Local Plan Policy ESD15 requires consideration to be given to 
the amenity of both existing and future developments.  As set out within this Design 
and Access Statement it is envisaged that each dwelling will  have retractable external 
blinds on their western elevations to deal with afternoon summer sun and remove the 
likelihood of overheating. It is, therefore, evident that the external blinds will also help 
remove light pollution from those properties that sit adjacent to the village MUGA.
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Hook Norton Neighbourhood Plan 2014-2031 

The Hook Norton Neighbourhood plan was made part of the development plan for 
the area by Cherwell District Council on the 19th October 2015.

Policy H1 relates to sustainable housing growth and states that ‘minor development’ 
means small scale development proposals, typically but not exclusively for less than 
10 dwellings. Stating that proposals for up to 20 dwellings may be permitted where 
this does not result in more than 20 dwellings being built at any location at any time, 
considering any extant permissions. 

The proposed development scenarios comply with the thrust of that policy. It is also 
important to note that the policy has to be balanced against the provisions of the 
Cherwell plan as demonstrated and against national town planning objectives of 
significantly boosting the supply of housing and the requirement to deliver in a manner 
that identifies local housing need.

Regarding housing type, Neighbourhood Plan Policy HN-H4 states that a mix of 
dwelling types and sizes that has a regard to the needs of current and future households 
in Hook Norton will be sought in any development resulting in three or more homes. 
Emerging proposals are required to submit, with any planning application, a statement 
setting out that the proposed housing types, sizes and tenures comply with the most 
up to date Strategic Housing Market Assessment and Local Housing Needs Survey. 

This the emerging development proposals have the community at its centre, and the 
final housing mix and type will be based on a selection process for residents to ensure 
the development provides for the needs of the community. As demonstrated the 
scheme’s housing mix is based on a up to date Housing Need Survey. Furthermore, as 
highlighted within the Neighbourhood Plan, there is a strong feeling within the village 
that house prices are high and young people with Hook Norton connections are being 
forced to seek housing elsewhere. It is also highlighted that there is a need to secure 
accommodation for ‘empty nesters’ to meet the growing demand for families wanting 
to downsize. As set out earlier, the emerging proposals will address those local housing 
needs. 

With regard to parking provision, Policy HN-T1 (Access and Parking) of the 
Neighbourhood Plan requires new development to provide sufficient off-road car 
parking taking account of Oxfordshire County Council’s (OCC) parking standards. 
Policy HN-T1 goes on to note that applications for planning permission must clearly 
set out the proposed level of parking provision in relation to objectively assessed needs 
at the time and show how future needs have been considered. 

It is adjudged by the access appraisal produced by Origin Transport Consultants that 
Cascade Road, Goldings Road and the Bourne View Estate Road would all be suitable 
to accommodate the additional development. 

In its current form, the proposal will provide the provision of 22 car parking spaces, this 
comprises 14 unallocated spaces, 6 electric car pool spaces and 2 possible disabled spaces. 
As such the proposal accords with Policy HN-T1 and the OCC parking standards. 

National Planning Policy Framework 2019 (the Framework) 

The Framework is clear that town planning decisions should promote the effective 
use of land when meeting housing needs and to do so in a manner that makes efficient 
use of land. The Framework gives local planning authorities a direction that planning 
applications should be refused permission where it is considered housing proposals fail 
to make an efficient use of land.

The Framework is also clear that the creation of high-quality buildings is a 
fundamental achievement of the planning system. Good design is a key aspect of 
sustainable development. It is self-evident from the emerging development ideas for 
the project have a deep-rooted design narrative which will result in a high-quality 
environment.

The emerging proposals meet all those town planning objectives. 

Summary

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and section 70(2) 
of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 require that applications for planning 
permission to be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material 
considerations indicate otherwise.

The site is located at the centre of Horton Norton, a Service Village where there 
is wide range of services, facilities and employment opportunities appropriate to 
support a development of this scale. The emerging proposals are in keeping with the 
character and form of the village, local landscape setting. The scheme will result in the 
regeneration of under-used vacant land within the built framework of a large service 
village with no designated town planning constraints. It is considered that the principle 
of development is accepted at all levels of planning policy and the proposal evidently 
constitutes minor development and is located within the built-up limits of the village.

It is also apparent that the proposed density of the emerging schemes is fully 
compatible with the provisions of the Cherwell Local Plan and Horton Norton 
Neighbourhood Plan. Moreover, the proposals will meet the Local Plan provision of 
35% affordable housing and provide a mix of housing to meet current and expected 
future requirements, both through flexible design and the housing mix based on up to 
date evidence on housing need and local market conditions. 

It has been demonstrated within this Design and Access Statement the proposal 
consists of a high-quality sustainable design which will complement and enhance the 
character of its context through sensitive site layout, high-quality architecture and 
appropriate and effective landscaping whilst providing a scheme that is flexible to meet 
the current and future needs of the community.

It has, therefore, been demonstrated that the proposal is fully compatible with all 
relevant Local and National Planning  policies.
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Additional Consultant reports
—

Traffic

Origin Transport Consultants

Origin looked at the access and parking issues surrounding both the 
scheme, their report is summarised as:

Access for this scheme is via the Bourne View estate. There were no issues 
with this proposed access. There were however issues around the number 
of proposed parking spaces. The scheme has 22 spaces, with the inclusion 
of a 6 dedicate spaces for an electric car pool, 2 for disabled spaces and 
14 are unallocated. Origin has noted that there may need to be overflow 
parking ion the SSC site. However the community land trust would 
like to explore with OCC to see how the car pool combined with clear 
management of the site parking and ownership could keep the parking 
provision to a minimum.

Flooding

JBA Consulting 

JBA Consulting carried out a flood risk assessment for the proposal site. 
The site is located in Flood Zone 1 and is at low risk of surface water 
flooding. The ditch to the western side of the site was highlighted. It is 
suggested that this is cleared in order to promote free drainage. 

Regarding design, it was recommended that the floors of all new buildings 
are properly sealed/tanked to prevent the ingress of water should the 
water table level increase, and that all hard surfaces should slope away 
from the proposed buildings.

Contamination

Apple Environmental 

A desktop study of contamination has been undertaken and indicates no 
contamination. 

Ecology Survey
Swift Ecology

The ecology survey identified the existing hedgerows as a valuable asset 
which should be retained and enhanced. Other proposed enhancements 
are nesting boxes, log piles, and planting that is good for insects. All of 
which and more will be included in the detailed final design.

Community Engagement Report
Charlie Luxton Design

CLD ran an early evening event to test early design ideas with the 
community. Design ideas taken from this engagement event were 
incorporated into the design tabled in this pre-application submission.

In order to test the feasibility of the proposals, details of the schemes were 
sent to a range of consultants. Their input was sought to try and ensure 
that there are no insurmountable problems embedded in the proposal 
both in terms of concept and/or design at this stage. Also to identify 
issues so that we can overcome them as the design is developed. Their 
responses are briefly summarised below. The full reports are supplied 
separately.
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Supporting Documents
—

• Community Engagement Report - CLD

• Schedules of areas — GIA.

• Traffic — Origin Transport Consultants.

• Flooding — JBA Consulting.

• Ecology Survey — Swift Ecology.

• Community Consultation Report - Lemon Drizzle.

• Environmental Desk Study - Apple Environmental


